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ABSTRACT

A generalized method is developed to determine the position of the Atlantic northern cold tongue front

across its zonal extent from satellite sea surface temperature (SST) data. Previous approaches estimated the

frontal position subjectively or individually, calling for a more objective technique that is suitable for large

datasets. The developed methodology is based on a median frontal SST, and associated positional un-

certainties are on the order of 0.38 latitude for the period 1998–2011. Frontal characteristics are generally

consistent with tropical instability waves (TIWs) and interannual variations are large. Application to drifter

observations shows how the new methodology can be used to better understand circulation features near the

northern cold tongue front. A drifter pair deployed on the eastern side of a passing TIW crest north of the

front revealed that the trajectories of the drifters were clearly influenced by the shape of the front and they did

not cross the front, but rather stayed close together about 2.58 north of the front. In a more complete analysis

using all available drifters near the Atlantic northern cold tongue front, only about 12% of the trajectories

crossed the front. Analyses in an along- and cross-frontal frame of reference complement isopycnal co-

ordinate mapping, and tropical Atlantic drifter velocities averaged in frontal coordinates indicate a broad-

ened shear zone between the northern branch of the South Equatorial Current and North Equatorial

Countercurrent as well as meridional convergence near the front.

1. Introduction

In the central and eastern tropical Atlantic, a pro-

nounced sea surface temperature (SST) front develops

north of the equator during boreal summer and fall

(Fig. 1a) coincident with the onset of the cold tongue (e.g.,

Legeckis andReverdin 1987; Steger and Carton 1991). This

temperature front separates the cold equatorial waters

from the warmer northern ones and forms the boundary

between the northern branch of the westward-flowing

South Equatorial Current (nSEC) and the eastward-

flowing North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC). The

front exhibits large undulations because of tropical in-

stability waves (TIWs; e.g., D€uing et al. 1975; Legeckis

and Reverdin 1987; Steger and Carton 1991), westward-

propagating phenomena believed to be generated by

barotropic and baroclinic instabilities associated with

the meridional and vertical shear of the equatorial

zonal current system (e.g., Philander 1978; Weisberg

and Weingartner 1988; Grodsky et al. 2005). TIWs are

also associated with anticyclonic tropical instability vor-

tices (TIVs) north of the front that involve a complex
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three-dimensional circulation from the surface down to

the thermocline (e.g., Steger and Carton 1991; Kennan

and Flament 2000; Menkes et al. 2002; Foltz et al. 2004).

Their activity can vary dramatically from one year to the

next (e.g., Steger and Carton 1991; Caltabiano et al. 2005;

Wu and Bowman 2007a; Perez et al. 2012) and lead to

interannual variations in the atmospheric response (e.g.,

Caltabiano et al. 2005; Wu and Bowman 2007b). More-

over, TIWs are thought to play a key role in the equa-

torial cold tongue heat balance (e.g., Hansen and Paul

1984; Weisberg and Weingartner 1988; Foltz et al. 2003;

Jochumet al. 2004), and to affectmarine biogeochemistry

(e.g., Menkes et al. 2002; Evans et al. 2009) and upper-

ocean salinity (Grodsky et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2012).

The sharp temperature gradient associated with the

northern cold tongue front implies that northward-

moving cold water on the southern side cannot directly

cross the front, leading to a slantwise motion at the front

as described in both Atlantic and Pacific model studies

(Dutrieux et al. 2008; Perez et al. 2010). Dutrieux et al.

(2008) showed that particles do eventually cross the

front and that TIVs play a key role in such crossings.

They further found profound differences between an

experiment where floats were forced to remain at the

surface and a three-dimensional experiment: In the two-

dimensional experiment, particles tended to concentrate

in convergence zones such as along the shear zone between

the nSEC and NECC, while in the three-dimensional

experiment the particles stayed more homogeneously

distributed and better sampled the TIVs.

Because of the importance of frontal processes such

as those associated with TIWs and the related TIVs, it

is essential to estimate the structure of the equatorial

Atlantic cold tongue in a frontal coordinate system de-

fined by the position of the front. Previous studies derived

the frontal position subjectively or individually (Legeckis

andReverdin 1987; Steger andCarton 1991; Johnson 1996;

Perez et al. 2010). The approach by Steger and Carton

(1991), for instance, was based on hand-drawn SST anal-

yses and their estimates of the Atlantic cold tongue front

followed approximately the 258 or 278C isotherm, but

these results are specific to the time period of their study.

More recently, Perez et al. (2010) used the latitude of the

largest meridional near-surface temperature gradient, lo-

cated between the cold tongue minimum and the edge

of the northern Pacific cold tongue front, to individually

FIG. 1. (a) TMI SST in the equatorial Atlantic on 8 Aug 2011, with concurrent 30-m ADCP

currents from the PNE11 cruise along 238Wsuperimposed (black vectors, scale indicated in the

figure) and 26.88C isotherm (gray) indicating the isotherm associated with the northern cold

tongue front as inferred from PNE11-XBT data via the maximum 1-m temperature gradient

(cf. Fig. 2); note the uniformly southward near-surface currents associated with the eastern side

of a passing TIW crest. The white box in (a) defines the region for theATL3 SST index (Zebiak

1993) shown in (b), wheremonthly area-averaged anomalies were calculated by subtracting the

mean seasonal cycle; gray shadings highlight boreal summer.
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identify the front in 38 shipboard acoustic Doppler current

profiler (ADCP) latitude–depth sections. This methodol-

ogy, however, was not designed to handle the complex

structure of the front across its whole zonal extent nor was

it intended to be applied to large datasets.

Interannual variability in the central and eastern equa-

torial Atlantic is large (Fig. 1b) and the characteristics of

the cold tongue vary from year to year. Therefore, there is

a clear need for an improved, rigorous, and generalized

frontal detection technique that is suitable for application

to large datasets across multiple seasons. The goal of this

study is to develop such a generalized method (section 3)

that can be used to study and better understand circulation

features along the northern front. To validate the meth-

odology and demonstrate its value, the new methodology

will be applied to observations from near-surface satellite-

tracked drifting buoys (hereafter ‘‘drifters’’) in the tropical

Atlantic (section 4). The data are described in section 2,

and discussion and conclusions are provided in section 5.

2. Data

The methodology is based on gridded SSTs from the

Tropical RainfallMeasuringMission (TRMM)Microwave

Imager (TMI) as provided by Remote Sensing Systems

(http://www.remss.com/). Version 4 TMI data are glob-

ally available between 408S and 408N at a spatial resolu-

tion of 0.258 as daily 3-day averages fromDecember 1997

onward, with SST fields slightly smoothed by a Gaussian

interpolation scheme (influence and cutoff radii of 0.258
and 0.58, respectively) to fill remaining gaps. An in situ

validation of TMI SSTs by Gentemann et al. (2004) re-

vealed a mean bias of 20.078C and a standard deviation

of 0.578C in comparison to moored observations in the

tropical Pacific and Atlantic; their suitability within the

scope of Atlantic TIW studies has been widely demon-

strated (e.g., Caltabiano et al. 2005; Grodsky et al. 2005;

Wu and Bowman 2007a; Perez et al. 2012).

As a first application of the frontal dataset, we use

observations from drogued near-surface drifters of the

Global Drifter Program (GDP;Niiler 2001; Lumpkin and

Pazos 2007), which have been subject to the systematic

manual reevaluation of drogue presence after Lumpkin

et al. (2013), to study the near-frontal circulation in the

tropical Atlantic. Drifter-derived observations of hori-

zontal velocity at the drogue depth of 15m and tem-

peratures at 20–30-cm depth were quality controlled

(Hansen and Poulain 1996) and are available at regular

6-h intervals. In particular, we examine new Lagrangian

observations from a drifter pair deployed north of the

cold tongue front at 3821.370N, 22859.1970W on 8 August

2011 during the Prediction and Research Moored Array

in the Tropical Atlantic (PIRATA) Northeast Extension

2011 (PNE11) cruise. Drifter 92982 and drifter 106556

stopped transmitting on 9 October 2011 and 15 September

2011, respectively; the unusually short lifetime of both

drifters was found to be related to leaking battery packs.

Using expendable bathythermograph (XBT) data col-

lected during the PNE11 cruise, the quasi-synoptic frontal

position was estimated as 1.68N via the maximum 1-m

temperature gradient, which is in close agreement with the

front position at 1.48Nderived from themaximumgradient

of TMI SST along the cruise track (Fig. 2), a defining fea-

ture of the frontal position used in one step of the new

methodology. Later in this study, we apply the methodol-

ogy to examine the behavior of all GDP drifters in our

study region.

3. Methodology

A major feature of the tropical Atlantic variability is

the seasonal appearance of a cold tongue in the central

and eastern equatorial basin. The cold tongue temper-

ature shows large interannual variations as typically

expressed by the ATL3 SST index, or the area-averaged

SST anomaly in the region 38S–38N, 208W–08 (Zebiak
1993; Fig. 1b), and thus the timing of the cold tongue

onset and termination can also vary from year to year.

Studying intraseasonal to interannual modulations of

the cold tongue structure therefore requires objective

criteria for its onset and termination: Brandt et al. (2011)

defined the cold tongue onset as the date when the

surface area where the SST is colder than 258C within

the region 58S–58N, 308W–128E exceeds the empirically

fixed threshold of 0.4 3 106 km2. However, for their ap-

plication Brandt et al. (2011) did not need to determine its

termination. Inspection of the temporal evolution of this

surface area bounded by the 258C isotherm and corre-

sponding area-averaged SSTs led us to set the termination

of the cold tongue as the date when that surface area falls

below 50% of its maximum extent, that is, taking differ-

ent manifestations into account as illustrated in Fig. 3 for

extremes of the ATL3 SST index (cf. Fig. 1b).

Our new methodology to locate the northern cold

tongue front is as follows:

1) Calculations are limited to the yearly cold tongue

duration using the onset and termination criteria

defined above for the full TMI SST record 1998–2011

(Table 1).

2) At each time step, the latitude of the largest

(absolute) meridional SST gradient, ugrad (t, x), is

calculated between 38S and 68N for all longitudes

within the range 308W–58E (i.e., including the ATL3

cold tongue region) and the SST at each ugrad,

SSTgrad (t, x), is determined.
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3) Finally, the isotherm of the median SSTgrad for all

longitudes, hSSTgradi (t), is used to identify the latitu-

dinal position of the cold tongue front in the region

308W–58E at each time step.

This method combines features of the front used in

prior studies (Legeckis and Reverdin 1987; Steger and

Carton 1991; Johnson 1996; Perez et al. 2010): the strong

meridional temperature gradient associated with the

front, and the observed characteristic that the front can

be delineated by a fixed isotherm at a given time. Unlike

more traditional meridional gradient methods such as

described by Perez et al. (2010) for individual ship

transects along specific longitudes, this new methodol-

ogy based on hSSTgradi removes spurious east–west

discontinuities along the zonal extent of the northern

cold tongue front. Such discontinuities can result from

TIW cusps, which perturb the shape of the front as they

propagate westward, or effects at the western and east-

ern edges of the cold tongue, where the SST gradients at

the front may be weaker. Figure 4 shows a comparison

between our generalized method and the methodology

of Perez et al. (2010) for 238 and 108W during boreal

summer. As expected, the agreement between the two

methods is much larger in the core of the cold tongue,

where SST gradients are strongest than closer to its

western edge (correlations of 0.87 and 0.81 at 108W vs

0.43 and 0.51 at 238W in July and August, respectively).

Uncertainties associated with hSSTgradi can be esti-

mated by a nonparametric bootstrap approach by gen-

erating random resamples from SSTgrad at each time

step and determining the corresponding median frontal

SST; a thousand such realizations for each time step

provide a distribution of the frontal SST that allows us

to obtain 95% confidence intervals using the bias-

corrected and accelerated percentile method (Efron

1987). Based on yearly cold tongue averages (Table 1),

the overall mean position of the northern front is found

at about 0.88N for the period 1998–2011 and the corre-

sponding overall positional uncertainty associated with

hSSTgradi is on the order of 0.38 latitude. This error es-
timate agrees well with Legeckis and Reverdin (1987),

while Steger and Carton (1991) noted positional errors

of the front to be less than 0.28 latitude with their sub-

jective methodology.

Figure 5 shows the July- and August-mean frontal

SSTs and positions within the common zonal extent of

the cold tongue for all years 1998–2011 in the longitude

FIG. 2. (a) Temperature distribution from PNE11-XBT data along 238W; dashed line marks position of the

northern cold tongue front at 1.68N, corresponding to the maximum temperature gradient at 1-m depth [gray star in

(c)]. (b)–(d) Comparison of PNE11-XBT 1-m temperatures [gray, points in (b) mark XBT drop locations] and TMI

SSTs (black); standard deviation of their difference (gray 2 black) is annotated in (d).
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range 198–68W (Table 1), along with corresponding un-

certainties. The front is generally located farther south

in August than in July (mean, with standard deviation:

0.8 6 0.28N and 1.4 6 0.48N, respectively), and the

correlation between the frontal positions in these

2 months is 0.75 (Fig. 5b). During years of higher TIW

variability in the latitudinal band 18–38N, 258W–08 (after
Perez et al. 2012; Table 1 and Fig. 5c), the front also

FIG. 3. Development of the surface area (black) where the SST is below 258Cwithin the region

58S–58N, 308W–128E and corresponding mean SST (gray) for the overall region during May–

October, for the boreal summerATL3 (a)maximum in 1999 and (b)minimum in 2005 (cf. Fig. 1b);

dashed–dotted line defines the empirically fixed threshold of 0.43 106km2 by Brandt et al. (2011),

and dashed lines mark onset and termination dates of the cold tongue (see section 3 for details).

TABLE 1. Frontal characteristics for the full TMI SST record along with corresponding seasonal peak 4-month TIW variance averaged

over the latitudinal band 18–38N, 258W–08 (after Perez et al. 2012). Time period is defined as Atlantic cold tongue duration (cf. section 3),

and the longitude range refers to the common zonal extent of the cold tongue during this period (i.e., full data coverage). Mean latitudinal

position, westward phase speed, and average periodicity of the front are given for the common time and space scales of all years: July–

August, 198–68W; corresponding means are annotated below. Averaging over each year’s full cold tongue duration and extent yields an

overall mean frontal position at about 0.88N (cf. section 3).

Year Time period Lon range

Mean lat

position (8N)

Phase speed

(m s21)

Average

periodicity (day)

TIW variance

(8C2)

1998 17 Jun–23 Sep 20.258W–5.008E 1.1 20.38 37 0.032

1999 22 Jun–13 Oct 20.508W–5.008E 0.9 20.41 30 0.026

2000 31 May–16 Sep 24.008W–5.008E 2.1 20.21 46 0.039

2001 4 Jun–29 Sep 23.508–3.258W 1.6 20.43 40 0.050

2002 10 Jun–10 Oct 23.008W–5.008E 1.4 20.28 42 0.037

2003 30 May–16 Sep 24.258–5.258W 1.3 20.17 47 0.032

2004 18 May–13 Sep 20.508–1.508W 1.4 20.34 30 0.041

2005 16 May–15 Sep 22.508–1.508W 1.7 20.36 38 0.046

2006 21 Jun–26 Sep 24.008W–0.758E 1.5 20.32 46 0.024

2007 14 Jun–14 Sep 24.008W–5.008E 0.8 20.51 30 0.025

2008 20 Jun–28 Sep 22.508W–5.008E 1.2 20.50 26 0.028

2009 7 Jun–1 Oct 23.758–2.758W 2.0 20.37 38 0.049

2010 11 Jun–29 Sep 19.758W–5.008E 1.5 20.05 34 0.034

2011 29 May–21 Sep 22.008–1.508W 1.9 20.25 47 0.037

1.5 20.33 38

Means
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appears to be farther from the equator (correlations of

0.68 and 0.40 for July and August, respectively) and

frontal SSTs tend to be cooler (correlations of20.79 and

20.51 for July and August, respectively). To further il-

lustrate variations between years of different TIW ac-

tivity, detrended frontal position anomalies are mapped

onto a regular longitude–time grid using a Gaussian

interpolation scheme (influence and cutoff radii of 0.58
and 18 as well as 2 and 4 days, respectively). Figure 6

shows the distributions for more moderate TIW years

1998 and 2011 as well as for the record maximum

and minimum TIW years 2001 and 2006, respectively

(cf. Perez et al. 2012), and highlights the large in-

terannual variations of the front associatedwithTIWs. In

particular, the positive and negative frontal position

anomalies appear to be smaller (larger) during weaker

(moderate and strong) TIW years. Similar to Steger and

Carton (1991), we also determined the zonal phase speed

of the temperature front from the detrended position

anomalies using a Radon transform (e.g., Deans 1983)

and foundwestward propagation speeds with magnitudes

between 0.05 and 0.51m s21 within the common longi-

tude range 198–68Wduring July–August (cf. Fig. 6;Table 1).

These values are consistent with westward-propagating

TIWs that have typical phase speeds between 0.1 and

0.6m s21 (e.g., Qiao and Weisberg 1995), and the same

holds for the corresponding average periodicities, which

have here been estimated from the maximum variance

explained by least squares fits to single harmonics (Table

1). Considerably different propagation speeds for com-

parable periods, such as in 2001 and 2011, may be ex-

plained by widely differing prevailing TIW wavelengths

(cf. Qiao and Weisberg 1995, their Table 1).

4. Application to drifter observations

Shipboard ADCP measurements (Fig. 1a) and near-

real-time output of the operational numerical fore-

casting system atMercator Ocean (Dr�evillon et al. 2008)

indicated that the PNE11 cruise along 238W would be

transiting through the eastern side (or trailing edge) of

a TIW crest on 8 August 2011, providing the unique

FIG. 4. Comparison between the new methodology (horizontal axes) and the methodology of Perez et al. (2010)

(vertical axes) at (a),(b) 238 and (c),(d) 108W for the months of (left) July and (right) August; corresponding re-

gression [r, y0] and correlation coefficients (cc) are annotated—all significant at the 95% confidence level.
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opportunity to study the behavior of a drifter pair de-

ployed near the northern cold tongue front in the presence

of a TIW.Although drifter trajectories in theAtlantic cold

tongue south of the equator have already been noted to be

influenced by TIWs (Legeckis and Reverdin 1987) and

drifters have previously been used in the description of the

associated TIVs (e.g., Kennan and Flament 2000; Menkes

et al. 2002; Foltz et al. 2004), their evaluation close to the

actual position of the westward-propagating northern cold

tongue front is still lacking. Data collected from drifters,

which can be regarded as quasi-Lagrangian particles, also

provide a means to examine the permeability of the front

from an observational perspective using the new meth-

odology. We first discuss in detail the PNE11 drifter pair

(Fig. 7) and then put these observations in a broader

context by utilizing the trajectories of all drogued drifters

within the tropical Atlantic region 108S–108N, 308W–58E
in the presence of the northern cold tongue front (Fig. 8).

The PNE11 drifter pair propagated mainly westward

(Figs. 7b,c) and stayed close together, with maximum

separation distances of about 20 km (Fig. 7a). At first

glance the trajectories appear to be cycloids, but they do

not transform to closed ellipses in a translating frame of

reference (not shown) as typically found for drifters

trapped in TIVs. The nonlooping and noncycloidal tra-

jectories of the drifter pair rather exhibited meridional

meanders governed by the location of the northern cold

tongue front: Both drifters generally followed the move-

ments of the front and maintained a latitudinal position

about 2.58 north of the front (Figs. 7b,c). As the drifters

propagated westward, their separation distance grew

(shrank) when they were decelerating (accelerating) while

moving northward (southward).At thewestern edge of the

cold tongue, the still-transmitting drifter 92982 accelerated

significantly, to a speed almost twice as fast as it had ex-

hibited east of 308W (Fig. 7b). This initially zonal acceler-

ation suggests that the drifter had entered the nSEC.

Toward the end of its lifetime, the driftermoved from close

to the equator to about 28Nassociatedwith a decrease in its

speed west of about 348W, suggesting that the drifter had

moved north of the nSEC core. The overall behavior of the

drifters with respect to the northern cold tongue front is

also confirmed by a corresponding analysis using SSTs

measured by the drifters along with the frontal SSTs (not

shown).

To further demonstrate the usefulness of our new

methodology, we now analyze the trajectories of all

drifters near the Atlantic northern cold tongue front for

the period 1998–2011 when the cold tongue is present

(Fig. 8a). Out of the available 352 drifters, only 43 tra-

jectories (;12%; 19 drifters were deployed in the ATL3

cold tongue region) crossed the front in the longitude

FIG. 5. Mean frontal (a) SST and (b) position within the common longitude range 198–68W
for themonths of July (black) andAugust (gray), with corresponding uncertainty estimates; the

correlation coefficient (cc) between the frontal positions in July andAugust is annotated on (b).

(c) Seasonal peak TIW variance in the latitudinal band 18–38N, 258W–08 (after Perez et al. 2012;
cf. Table 1).
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FIG. 6. Gridded frontal position anomalies (a linear trend has been removed before mapping) between 308Wand

58E for the years of (a) 1998 (moderate TIW season), (b) 2001 (strongest TIW season), (c) 2006 (weakest TIW

season), and (d) 2011 (moderate TIW season), with superimposed westward phase speed estimates (cf. Table 1).
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range 308W–58E (Fig. 8b); examination of the first-

crossing longitude reveals that most drifters crossed the

front near the western and eastern edges of the cold

tongue, where temperature gradients may be weaker

(Fig. 8c). These observational results suggest that surface-

constrained particles generally do not cross the equatorial

cold tongue front.

The new frontal mapping methodology can reveal fur-

ther aspects of the near-frontal circulation bymapping the

drogued tropical Atlantic drifter velocity observations in

an along- and cross-frontal frame of reference. Analysis of

the flow in this reference frame complements isopycnal

coordinate mapping as indicated by Perez et al. (2010) in

their central equatorial Pacific study. For these analyses

(Fig. 9), we utilize all available horizontal current data

from the drogued drifters while the cold tongue is present,

excluding observations when the front is located south of

the equator (;18% of the data) to ensure comparable

cases, as dynamics might be different in the Southern

Hemisphere because of the change in sign of the Coriolis

parameter and the proximity of the southern cold tongue

front (cf. Perez et al. 2010). The drifter observations are

mapped into geographic or frontal coordinates and then

binned onto a regular 58 longitude 3 0.58 latitude (or

degrees from the front) grid using the Gaussian inter-

polation scheme applied earlier (influence and cutoff radii

of 58 and 108 as well as 0.58 and 18, respectively). In geo-

graphic coordinates, the zonal velocity distribution re-

produces well the westward- and eastward-flowing nSEC

and NECC south and north of about 38N, respectively

(Fig. 9a); when averaged in frontal coordinates, the shear

zone between westward and eastward velocities is broad-

ened (Fig. 9b). The meridional flow in geographic co-

ordinates shows poleward velocities on both sides of the

equator, indicating the expected equatorial divergence

(Fig. 9d). In contrast, in frontal coordinates the flow is

weakly northward across the front and there are in-

dications of meridional convergence south of the front

(Fig. 9e), which is consistent with Perez et al. (2010). As

our frontal coordinate system is not truly perpendicular

to the orientation of the front at any instant in time, but

rather is its projection onto the meridional direction,

that may result in some mean meridional flow across

the front. To account for this shortcoming, we tested

rotating the zonal andmeridional drifter velocities in the

along- and cross-frontal directions, respectively, before

translating them into frontal coordinates; that is, in each

instance velocities are rotated in the frontal direction using

a nominal longitude range of 0.58. While the zonal com-

ponent is mostly unaffected by this rotation (Figs. 9b,c),

meridional velocities are clearly increased in the ro-

tated case, resulting in a more pronounced meridional

FIG. 7. (a) Position and separation distance (color) of the drifter pair deployed at 3821.370N,

22859.1970W on 8 Aug 2011 (marked at mean location). (b) Position of drifter 92982 (color

indicates magnitude of propagation speed) relative to the northern cold tongue front (black),

with the front position given at each longitude when the drifter passed that longitude. (c) As in

(b), but for drifter 106556.
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convergence south of the front as well as a divergence

north of it (Figs. 9e,f). The derived patterns may suggest

that not only the meridional component but also the

zonal component is of importance for frontal conver-

gence. Using shipboard data from an intense frontal

survey in the tropical Pacific, Johnson (1996) transformed

the observations into a perpendicular frontal coordinate

system moving with the front; assuming the surface front

to be linear in form and moving steadily westward, his

corresponding simple least squares fit explained more

than 99% of the front’s position variance. This more so-

phisticated analysis, however, is more readily applied to

individual shipboard sections, and developing a similar

methodology that can be applied across the whole zonal

extent of the cold tongue and for multiple cold tongue

seasons is beyond the scope of this study.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The goal of this study was to develop a generalized

method for estimating the position of the Atlantic north-

ern cold tongue front across its zonal extent more objec-

tively than in previous cold tongue studies (Legeckis and

Reverdin 1987; Steger and Carton 1991; Johnson 1996;

Perez et al. 2010). Our new methodology is based on a

median frontal SST criterion, and associated positional

uncertainties are on the order of 0.38 latitude for the period
1998–2011. The obtained frontal characteristics are gen-

erally consistent with TIWs and interannual variations are

large (Table 1).

To validate the generalized method and to demon-

strate how it can be used to better understand circulation

features near the northern cold tongue front, the new

methodology is applied to drifter observations in the

tropical Atlantic. An evaluation of the trajectories of a

drifter pair deployed on the eastern side of a passing TIW

crest north of the front revealed that the paths of the

drifters were clearly influenced by the shape of the front

and they did not cross the front, but rather stayed close

together about 2.58 north of the front (Fig. 7). The sharp

temperature gradient associated with the front implies

that northward-moving cold water on the southern side

cannot directly cross it, and the temperature distribution

from PNE11-XBT data (Fig. 2a) indeed indicates a pole-

ward tilt of the front with depth below the surface mixed

layer, consistent with a slantwise motion at the front as

described in the model studies by Dutrieux et al. (2008)

and Perez et al. (2010). To corroborate the findings for the

drifter pair, the front’s permeability was further examined

by applying the new methodology to the trajectories of all

FIG. 8. (a) Trajectories of drogued tropical Atlantic drifters within the region 108S–108N, 308W–58E in the presence

of the northern cold tongue front, with drifters crossing (not crossing) the front shown in gray (black), and

(b) corresponding histogram. (c) Histogram of the first-crossing longitude in 58 bins.
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tropical Atlantic drifters near the northern cold tongue

front in the period 1998–2011 (Fig. 8); overall results

suggest that surface-constrained particles generally do

not cross the front. The new methodology also provided

ameans to analyze the tropical Atlantic drifter dataset in

an along- and cross-frontal frame of reference. Our

frontal analysis using available horizontal velocities from

the drifters indicated a broadened nSEC–NECC shear

zone as well as weak northward flow across and me-

ridional convergence south of the northern cold tongue

front when averaging in frontal coordinates (Fig. 9)—

similar to the near-frontal circulation found by Perez

et al. (2010) along two longitudes in the central equatorial

Pacific. There are indications of stronger meridional

convergence south of the front and a divergence north

of it when velocities are rotated relative to the orientation

of the front prior to averaging. Model studies suggest

that the mean volume transport of the Atlantic shallow

overturning cells known as tropical cells is diminished in

the Northern Hemisphere when temporally and zonally

averaged in isopycnal rather than depth coordinates (e.g.,

Hazeleger et al. 2003), implying that a portion of the off-

equatorial downwelling may be due to averaging a quasi-

adiabatic three-dimensional flow across the sloping density

surfaces associated with the nonstationary equatorial cold

tongue front. The generalized method developed here

can serve as a complementary approach to isopycnal co-

ordinate mapping that can be readily applied to examine

FIG. 9. Mean distribution of (a)–(c) zonal and (d)–(f) meridional velocities from drogued

tropical Atlantic drifter data in (a),(d) geographic and (b),(c),(e),(f) frontal coordinates, with

velocities rotated in the (c) along- and (f) cross-frontal directions.
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aspects of the near-frontal circulation, such as the flow

associated with the tropical cells, from two-dimensional

observations.
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